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Katya, a young Russian gymnast, stays with the Aldens while she practices for the big competition.

But someone doesn't want her to win!
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Katya, a young Russian gymnast, stays with the Aldens while she practices for the big competition.

But someone doesn't want her to win!

One warm night four children stood in front of a bakery. No one knew them. No one knew where

they had come from.Henry, Jessie, Violet, and Benny used to live alone in a boxcar. Now they have

a home with their grandfather, and a young Russian gymnast has come for a visit.Henry, Jessie,

Violet, and Benny are happy to share their home with Katya, the young gymnast, and to watch her

practice for the big competition. When things start going wrong at the gym it quickly becomes clear

that someone is trying to ruin Katya's chances of winning. But who?The Aldens want to help. The

trouble is, Katya's been acting a little mysterious herself -- almost as if she's got something to hide.

But what?Can the Boxcar Children solve both mysteries before the big competition?

Excellent mystery story for young teens. Great characters and good story line.



My 7 year old loves The Boxcar Children Books. She finished this book in about four hours. She

loved it, and read it straight through hardly taking a break for anything. This is an amazing mystery

book with a great plot. The Alden children are able to figure out who is tampering with

KatyaÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s chances of winning the gymnastics competition.

Perfect gift for an avid reader who is also a gymnast! She was so excited to receive this book as a

gift.

Dear Gertrude,I chose this rating because I love gymnastics! I really like reading and this book. I

really love mystery and gymnastics so this is a perfect book for me! I would definitely recommend

this book to my best friend Morgan because she is just like me and loves mystery! Thank you for

writing this book! 1/2/14 -Esther

I love the Boxcar Children books. I am trying to collect them all. When you read these books it is like

being there with the children. Always a great story and they are good for the young and old alike.

I wrote this because this is the type of book I wanted!!! I do not like older books but the box car

children books are amazingly good! I love them,I have a oral book report due in two days on a

mystery book and I could not seem to find a book anywhere that seemed interesting but this was

amazing and I hope I get to read the other 116 books in this series. I love it!!!!!!!!!!!

As described

This is a great book series! My 9 year old niece was overjoyed to get them and sat down after

opening all her gifts and read for the rest of the night!
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